
 

May 13, 2021                                                      Via Email to commissioner@tea.texas.gov          
                                                                              and Certified Mail 

The Honorable Mike Morath, Commissioner 
Office of the Commissioner 
Texas Education Agency 
1701 N. Congress Avenue 
Austin, Texas, 78701 

RE:             Improving Outcomes for Students with Disabilities 
                   of Limited English Proficient Parents and Guardians 

Dear Commissioner Morath, 

The Southern Center for Child Advocacy is a non-profit, non-partisan advocacy 
organization for K-12 students in public schools across the South and Southwest.  We 
are writing to express concern about what we see as a significant problem for students 
with disabilities  in Texas public schools whose parents are considered Limited English 1

Proficient (LEP) and to request that the Texas Education Agency (TEA) take action on 
this important issue prior to the start of the 2021-2022 school year. 

 Similar to the now infamous 8.5% cap on the number of special education students in Texas reported by the Houston 1

Chronicle, these problems have been created by the Agency, not Texas public schools.  However, local school districts 
have borne the brunt of the resulting litigation costs, which has directly impacted services to the students we care 
about.  We are acting now to prevent this from happening again.
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The Problem—A Land of Confusion 

There is presently a patchwork of laws and regulations  that inform how Texas school 2

districts should approach issues concerning the translation and interpretation of the 
special education documents that are used to inform parents about their students’ 
special education programs and related services and, thereby, secure meaningful 
parental participation in the special education process.  

The Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act (IDEA 2004)—the federal law 
regarding the education of students with disabilities—requires school districts to take 
whatever action necessary to ensure that a Limited English Proficient (LEP)  parent 3

understands the procedural and substantive aspects of an Individualized Education 
Program (IEP) meeting (the so-called ARD-c in Texas), including arranging for an 
interpreter for a parent whose native language is other than English. 34 CFR § 
300.22(e). 

The Commissioner’s Rules for K-12 public schools in this context are problematic for a 
number of reasons, not the least of which is the potential legal exposure  faced by 4

Texas public schools that follow the current rules. 

At present,  The Commissioner’s Rules  put it this way— 5

“[i]f the parent is unable to speak English, the school district must provide 
the parent with a written notice [for ARD-c meeting notices or notices of 

 Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (“Title VI”), Equal Educational Opportunities Act of 1974 (“EEOA”), the 2

Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act of 2004 (“IDEA”), the Texas Administrative Code and the 
Texas Education Code.

 According to the Office of Special Education Programs (OSEP) “Dear Colleague” letter of June 14, 2016.  LEP parent refers 3

to parents “who are limited in their English proficiency on account of their national origin, including but not limited to 
their ancestry, foreign birth, or home languages other than English. LEP students are also commonly referred to as 
English learners or English language learners.”  https://www2.ed.gov/policy/speced/guid/idea/memosdcltrs/iep-
translation-06-14-2016.pdf

 The Southern Center for Child Advocacy is not a law firm; however, in the interest of full disclosure, the author of this 4

letter is an attorney licensed in Texas.  This is not intended as legal advice to you but information provided in an 
effort to improve educational outcomes for students in Texas.

 These Rules are promulgated pursuant to legislation; however, IDEA expressly tasks a state education agency with 5

the responsibility for following its requirements.
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refusal to convene ARD-c meetings] in the parent's native language, unless it is 
clearly not feasible to do so…” 19 Texas Administrative Code § 89.1050(f )
(emphasis added). 

Similarly for IEPs— 

 “If the student's parent is unable to speak English and the parent's native   
 language is Spanish, the school district must provide a written copy or audio   
 recording of the student's IEP translated into Spanish. If the student's parent   
 is unable to speak English and the parent’s native language is a language   
 other than Spanish, the school district must make a good faith effort to provide 
 a written copy or audio recording of the student’s IEP translated into the   
 parent’s native language.”  19 Texas Administrative Code § 89.1050(i)(emphasis   
 added). 

Thus, current regulations pertaining to the translation and interpretation of IEPs can 
be summarized as follows:  if a parent doesn’t speak English, a school district has the 
option of either providing a written translation of the IEP documents verbatim in the 
parent’s native language or providing that parent with an audio recording orally 
translating the entire content of the IEP document. Moreover, a school district is not 
prohibited from providing an LEP parent with an audio recording of an ARD-c 
meeting in which the parent was assisted by an interpreter so long as the audio 
recording provided to the parent contains an oral translation of the entire content of 
the IEP.  Id.  

IDEA mandates that for the parts of the special education process requiring parental 
consent, a parent must be fully informed of what they mean in her native language or 
through another mode of communication. 34 CFR §300.309(a).  We will come back to 
this point in a moment. 

IDEA uses the terms “Limited English proficient” and “native language” – “The term 
‘native language,’ when used with respect to an individual who is limited English 
proficient, means the language normally used by the individual” 20 U.S.C. § 
1401(30) (emphasis added). 

The standard for when a parent meets the IDEA’s definition of an LEP parent in Texas
—as interpreted by the Agency—is arguably discriminatory against non-native 
speakers.  In other words, if a parent can merely speak English, she is not entitled to 
IDEA’s safeguards for LEP parents.  Many LEP parents can speak enough English to 
communicate in the workplace or in day-to-day activities, particularly low-income LEP 
parents who work low-paying, even multiple jobs to make ends meet, in the service 
industry.  In other words, they may be able to speak enough English to get by in the 
workplace, but they can’t read English, let alone the complex jargon and education-
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speak in IEPs and special education evaluations (even most English speaking parents 
can’t!). 

This is hardly a standard that ensures the meaningful parental participation required 
by IDEA. 

Local School Districts May Be At Risk Regarding Vital Written Materials 

While the United States Department of Education has also waffled when it comes to 
providing sufficient safeguards for LEP parents, the Office of Special Education and 
Rehabilitative Services (OSERS) addressed this issue in a guidance letter dated 
September 4, 2007.  In Letter to Boswell,   OSERS points out that providing written 6

translations of special education documents, particularly IEPs, is evidence that “a 
parent has been fully informed of the services his or her child will be receiving.” 

Thus, for OSERS at least, the primary issue involves the matter of informed consent. 

On June 14, 2016, the USDoE’s Office of Special Education Programs (OSEP) issued a 
Dear Colleague letter anticipating the application of a Title VI/EEOA “vital written 
materials” analysis, discussed infra, to the issue of whether and to what extent IEPs 
must be translated for LEP parents:    7

 “Under Title VI, all vital documents, including a student’s IEP, must be    
 accessible to LEP parents, but that does not necessarily mean that all vital   
 documents must be translated for every language in the district.   For example,   
 a timely and complete oral interpretation or translated summary of a vital   
 document might suffice in some circumstances. A district must, however, be   
 prepared to provide timely and complete translated IEPs to provide meaningful 
 access  to the IEP and the parental rights that attach to it. This is because a   
 parent needs meaningful access to the IEP not just during the IEP    
 meeting, but  also across school years to monitor the child’s progress and   
 ensure that IEP services are provided” (emphasis added). 

In 2016, in T.R. v. The School District of Philadelphia,  the parents of children with 8

disabilities alleged that the school district at issue systematically and routinely denied 

 49 IDELR 196 (OSEP 2007).6

 https://www2.ed.gov/policy/speced/guid/idea/memosdcltrs/iep-translation-06-14-2016.pdf.  In 2002, DOJ issued 7

guidance to state and federal agencies regarding the prohibitions in Title VI against national origin discrimination 
affecting limited English proficient people.  As DOJ’s 2002 guidance notes, school districts must provide for the 
translation of “vital written materials” into the language of each “frequently-encountered” group of LEP parents. DOJ 
Guidance to Federal Financial Assistance Recipients Regarding Title VI Prohibition Against National Origin Discrimination Affecting 
Limited English Proficient Persons, 67 Fed. Reg. 41,455 (June 18, 2002)

 T.R. v. Sch. Dist. of Philadelphia., 458 F. Supp. 3d 274 (E.D. Pa. 2020)8
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LEP parents of students with disabilities meaningful access to information they 
needed to understand and to fully participate in their children’s education.  The 
plaintiff-parents also alleged that the school district was failing to appropriately 
translate and interpret critical (or “vital”) documents provided to non-LEP parents and 
inadequately interpreting communications with school staff. 

While the school district ultimately prevailed in that case inter alia on the issue of 
administrative exhaustion, it has provided a roadmap for future potential litigation 
under IDEA, particularly in light of the Frye v. Napoleon  decision. 9

Under Title VI, “[n]o person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or 
national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be 
subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial 
assistance.” 42 U.S.C. § 2000d.  

Failing to translate the vital or essential documents in the special education process 
may be tantamount to discrimination based on national origin under Title VI. 

In the special education context, arguably vital documents include but are not limited 
to the following— 

• The reports from district-conducted Full and individual Evaluations (FIEs) for 
eligibility for special education and related services; 

• The contents of a school district’s Notice of Proposal to Evaluate for special 
education and related services; 

• IEP progress reports, and of course, 

• A student’s IEP. 

Unfortunately, it is common practice—in part due to a lack of clarity from TEA—for 
many school districts to simply record the ARD-c meeting wherein an interpreter (often 
not certified) is present and then give the LEP parent an audio recording of the meeting. 
However, this practice often doesn’t guarantee that all the content in a student’s IEP is 
orally translated at the ARD-c meeting, giving rise to potential liability.  

Similarly, many districts do not fully translate a student’s comprehensive special 
education evaluation—the gateway document into special education eligibility.  This 
would arguably warp the relationship between the parent and the school district from 
the get-go.  Practically speaking, the practice puts school districts at greater risk for 
Child Find violations particularly if students do not qualify for special education and 
related services and their parents are unclear as to the reasons why.  Finally, parent 
attorneys can raise allegations that a school district has withheld information from 

 137 S. Ct. 743; 197 L. Ed. 2d 46 (2017)9
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LEP parents, and perhaps rightly so, in order to prove an exception to the statute of 
limitations for special education due process hearing requests. 

More litigation based on claims of a lack of meaningful parental participation may 
unfortunately be on the horizon if this issue is not addressed. 

As a matter of equity, more robust guidance is necessary as many students with 
disabilities and LEP parents could not access special education and related services 
during the pandemic.  TEA has issued guidance obligating school districts to come up 
with the funds and resources to provide compensatory educational services to make 
up for the loss during pandemic-related school closures and remote learning.  TEA has 
also tasked a student’s ARD-c with making the decision regarding those compensatory 
services based on an assessment of testing and other evaluation data.  
Communicating that data and explaining those evaluations to LEP parents in a 
language that they will fully understand is crucial. 

Without clear guidance and direction from TEA, school districts—not TEA—will  
ultimately bear the litigation costs for defending complaints to the Office of Civil 
Rights, which enforces Title VI, and special education due process hearings based on 
violations of the informed consent requirements of IDEA.  These costs will deplete 
already overly taxed school district budgets—particularly in rural areas and the inner-
city—making fewer resources available for educational services. 

A Possible Path Forward 

The Southern Center is requesting that, by the beginning of the 2021-2022 school year, 
that TEA take the following actions— 

• Call a summit of stakeholder organizations during the summer of 2021 to 
consider ideas about how to practically, efficiently and effectively provide for 
translation and interpretation of vital written materials in the context of special 
education and related services. 

• Issue clear, updated guidance in English, Spanish and Vietnamese  directing 10

school districts to err on the side of caution when interpreting the “if a parent 
doesn’t speak English” standard in The Commissioner’s Rules and urges them to 
consider adopting the native language standard in IDEA and the “vital written 
documents” analysis under Title VI. 

• This guidance should also include practical tips to ensure the 

 https://www.politifact.com/factchecks/2016/may/26/john-cornyn/john-cornyn-says-vietnamese-third-most-10

common-lang/
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meaningful participation of LEP parents in ARD-c meetings by 
coordinating communication between a school district’s ESL, Bilingual 
Education and Special Education Departments. 

• Make grants available to school districts (no later than January 1, 2022) that elect to 
provide for more robust translation and interpretation services for the LEP 
parents of students with disabilities. 

The Southern Center believes that these efforts will improve outcomes for disabled K-12 
students across Texas who are the children of LEP parents.  We also believe that these 
actions will increase collaboration between parents and schools and help school 
districts to avoid what may be the next wave of special education litigation in Texas—a 
wave that will only benefit the lawyers on both sides of the school law bar, not the 
children of Texas. 

Thank you for your time, energy and attention to this important issue and our 
requests.  We look forward to working with you. 

Respectfully, 

/s/ Hank Bostwick 

Volunteer Center Coordinator 

coordinator@thescca.org 

(800) 407-6187 
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